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CULTURE AND ENVIRONMENT IN THAILAND

Papers presented by more than 30 Thai and foreign scholars during an international symposium entitled "Culture and Environment in Thailand: The Dynamics of a Complex Relationship" sponsored by the Siam Society in Bangkok and Chiang Mai in August 1987. Sections are devoted to: The Thai Biosphere, Historical Variations of the Culture-Environment Relationship, the Thai Intellectual Heritage, Technology and Economic Institutions, Human Settlements, Thai Organizational Patterns, and Regional Perspectives. Price: local, 150 baht; overseas, U.S. $8.00 surface mail, $13.00 airmail.

SYMPOSIUM ON ENVIRONMENT AND CULTURE
WITH EMPHASIS ON URBAN ISSUES

Papers presented by about 30 scholars at a symposium held in Chiang Mai, 20–23 February 1992, dealing with diverse aspects of the urban environment in Asia. Topics covered include natural resources and pollution, economics of urban living, precautionary and preventive measures, communication, quality of life and special country reports. Price: local, 500 baht; overseas, U.S. $25.00 postage included.

THE SINGING APE: A JOURNEY TO THE JUNGLES OF THAILAND

by Jeremy and Patricia Raemaekers

The exciting personal diary of two scientists who lived in the forest of Khao Yai Park while studying the behavior of a gibbon family group. Price: local, 150 baht; overseas, U.S. $8.00 surface mail.

GARDENING IN BANGKOK

by Pimsai Amranand and William Warren
Photographs by Ping Amranand

A new printing of M.R. Pimsai’s pioneering work, designed “...to assist Bangkok gardeners in a practical way.” William Warren has brought this classic up-to-date, while retaining M.R. Pimsai’s unique voice, described by John Blofeld as “...vivid, natural, and compelling—a style based on the principle that people should write very much as they talk” (from the Preface). Ping Amranand’s photographs have been re-edited and integrated with the text in this printing. Includes a new, comprehensive index. Soft cover, 240 pp., 136 photos.

In Thailand: Non-members: 990 baht; members: 890 baht; (for delivery by mail, add 50 baht) To other addresses (surface postage included): non-members: US $48.00; members: US $42.00